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1

Name the following. (Each answer carries 1 mark)

a

The structural and functional unit of an organism-

b

Tiny air sacs at the ends of bronchioles-

c

Breathing rate per minute in humans under normal conditions-

d

Small openings that help the exchange of gases in insects-

e

The break down of glucose in the cells with the use of oxygen-

f

The break down of glucose in the cells in the absence of oxygen-

g

One inhalation and one exhalation

h

The small openings on the surface of stems through which exchange of
gases in the stems occurs.

i

The organisms that can survive in the absence of air

2

Short answer type questions

a

What are the two steps involved in breathing?

1

b

If you exhale in front of a mirror, it turns misty.What does it show?

1

c

Name the respiratory organs present in

½
each

(i) cow
3

ii) earthworm

iii) cockroach

iv) fish

Give reason:

3

a) Exhaled air contains more carbon dioxide than inhaled air.
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b) Plants in a waterlogged land die.
c) Sam holds a grasshopper by the sides of its abdomen . His mother
says not hold it by its sides. Why?
4

Complete the following equations:
a) Glucose

with the use of oxygen

-------------------------------------- +

½
each

+ ------------------- + ----------------b) Glucose without the use of oxygen ------------------------------------ +
+ ------------------------- + ----------------------------c) Glucose (in muscle) in the absence of oxygen
------------------------------------ + ---------------------------5

½
each

Complete the table:
Gas

Inhaled air(%)

Exhaled air(%)

Oxygen
Carbon dioxide
6

A money plant is placed in a bottle containing water which is made slightly
alkaline with dilute NaOH solution. This is coloured pink with addition of a
few drops of phenolphthalein. The bottle is allowed to stand in diffused light
and the solution is examined from time to time and change in colour is
carefully noted in each case.
Observation: The pink colour of the solution in the bottle containing the
plant gradually fades and ultimately becomes colourless after a considerable
time.
What do you infer from this?
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